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CHANGE OF DETAILS OF VESSELS IN THE IUU VESSELS LIST AND LIST OF 

VESSELS FOR CROSS-LISTING. 

Prepared by IOTC Secretariat, 24 April 2024 

PURPOSE 

To provide information and evidence received by the IOTC Secretariat to the Compliance Committee to assist it 

in taking a decision on: 

• Updating the details of a vessel included on the IUU Vessels List. 

BACKGROUND 

In accordance with Paragraph 30 of IOTC Resolution 18/03 On establishing a list of vessels presumed to have 

carried out illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing in the IOTC Area: 

A CPC with new or changed information for vessels on the IUU Vessel List in relation to the details in 

paragraphs 1 to 8 of Annex II shall, as soon as practicable, transmit such information to the IOTC 

Executive Secretary. The IOTC Executive Secretary shall communicate such information to all CPCs 

and: 

a) where the information indicates incorrect details were included at the time the vessel was 

added to the IUU Vessel List, refer the matter to the Commission for consideration pursuant 

to paragraph 18.b); 

b) where the information indicates a change in details since the vessel was added to the IUU 

Vessel List, seek to verify the information by reference to other information and, after 

verification, update the relevant details in the IUU Vessel List and re-publicise it in accordance 

with paragraph 29. If the Secretariat, after reasonable efforts, is unable to verify the 

information submitted by the CPC the IUU Vessel List will not be updated. 

INFORMATION REPORTED TO THE IOTC SECRETARIAT 

Information and evidence have been received concerning the Indian flag vessel, AVEMARIYA, which was 

included in the IOTC IUU Vessels List in May 2022. These are presented in Attachment 1.  Besides providing 

information and evidence of transgressions committed by the vessels after it was included in the IOTC IUU 

Vessels List, the letter from the United Kingdom and associated documents provides new information on the name 

and address of owner/operator of the vessel, its registration number and overall length; attributes which were all 

previously unknown. 

IOTC Circular 2023-57 (Attachment 2) and IOTC Circular 2023-59 (Attachment 3) provided additional 

information on updates to the IOTC IUU Vessels List which were announced, but which were unfortunately not 

undertaken.  Since there was no objection to the updates announced through the above-referenced two circulars, 

these updates will be reflected in the IOTC IUU Vessels List, which the Commission is required to review at its 

Annual Session. 

RECOMMENDATION/S 

That the CoC21: 

1) NOTE the information provided in document IOTC–2024–CoC21–07a, which will assist it in its 

deliberations for considering to update the information for the IUU listed vessel, AVEMARIYA. 

2) NOTE that the vessel, AVEMARIYA, has repeatedly fished in a manner that undermine measures 

adopted by the Commission, even after it was included in the IOTC IUU Vessels List. 

3) NOTE that India has failed to exercise effective flag State control over the vessel in spite of the assertions 

it made to the CoC19 and S26 in 2022, and the requests made by CoC2020 in 2023. 

4) NOTE the updates that will be made to the IOTC IUU Vessels List, based on the announcements made 

in IOTC Circulars 2023-57 and 2023-59. 
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5) CONSIDER if the name and address of the owner/operator of the vessel, its registration number and 

overall length should be changed from UNKNOWN to: Jerin Charles B/O Bosco of 111-9-149B, Jothi 

Illam, Thoothoor India; IND-TN-15-MM-9070 and 20.90 m, respectively. 

6) Make a RECOMMENDATION, for the consideration of the Twenty-eight Session of the Commission.



British Indian Ocean Territory Administration 
Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office 

London SW1A 2AH 

Dr Paul DeBruyn        24 February 2024 
Executive Secretary  
Indian Ocean Tuna Commission 
Mahe   
Seychelles  

cc. Dr Indra Jaya, Chair of the Compliance Committee; Mr Zahor El Kharousy, Vice Chair CoC
Dr S. Pandey; Mr J. Balaji, Ministry of Fisheries, Government of India

Dear Dr DeBruyn,  

Resolution 18/03 On establishing a list of vessels presumed to have carried out IUU fishing in 
the IOTC Area of Competence:  Indian flagged Vessel IND-TN-15-MM-9070 (AVEMARIYA) 

As required in paragraphs 5 and 6 of Resolution 18/03 a completed IOTC Reporting form for Illegal 
Activity and accompanying evidence supporting: IUU fishing activity in BIOT waters; fishing 
contrary to IOTC Conservation Management Measures for the Indian flagged vessel IND-TN-15-
MM-9070 (AVEMARIYA) has already been submitted.

This vessel was included on the IOTC IUU vessels list in May 2022. 

The attached evidence shows that: 

 The vessel was not on the current IOTC Record of Authorised Vessels and was unauthorised
to fish.

 The vessel did not submit a transit report prior to entry into the FCMZ; it had no VMS
present onboard.

 The vessel was boarded and inspected on 30 November 2023 and 5 December 2023. The
vessel was fishing illegally without a licence within BIOT waters. The vessel is a significant
repeat offender and was detained in port from 5 December.

 Species identified from hold inspections included IOTC managed species, 50 tunas
The vessel Master was tried in Diego Garcia Magistrates Court 7th December 2023
and found guilty fishing without a licence, contrary to section 7(2)(a) of the fisheries
(Conservation and Management) Ordinance 2007.

 The Master was fined £60,000 and the vessel was impounded subject to receipt of the fine.
The Master and Crew were repatriated to India.

 To date the fine is unpaid and the vessel remains impounded in Diego Garcia.

This vessel is already IUU listed. As fine is still unpaid, and seems unlikely to be paid, the vessel 
will probably be destroyed. However, until this occurs, we submit this vessel to IOTC Compliance 
Committee with recommendation b) ‘Notification of illegal activity to IOTC Secretariat. 
Recommended notification of activity to flag State’. We are aware that under paragraph 30 of 18/03 
we will need to notify the Secretariat of a change in the vessel details so it can be removed from the 
list. 

However, we would like to highlight this case to the Compliance Committee. This case demonstrates 
a complete disregard by India of IOTC Conservation Management Measures and a failure to 
implement flag State Controls. To date, India has provided no evidence of the actions it has taken 

Attachment 1



 

against this IUU listed vessel. India has not impounded this vessel following it’s IUU listing, and it 
continued to fish illegally in IOTC waters. 

It is clear that India is unable to effectively implement its flag State Controls and provides no 
evidence that it is able to take effective action in response to IUU fishing activities, including 
prosecution and imposition of sanctions of adequate severity to be effective in securing compliance 
and deterring further infringements. We call on India to provide a detailed explanation as to how 
this vessel, IND-TN-15-MM-9070 (AVEMARIYA) was still able to fish despite being IUU listed.  

We recall paragraph 159 of the Report of the 20th Compliance Committee Meeting: 

“159. The CoC20 REQUESTED India: 

a. engages collaboratively with UK to tackle IUU fishing by its flagged vessels, and reports the 
details to the CoC21 on measures taken; 

b. noting the verbal assertion of India at CoC19 and S26 in 2022 to strengthen India’s 
monitoring capability, India provides evidence to the CoC21 of the measures undertaken;  

c. in the absence of adequate controls to date, that among the actions taken by India against the 
vessels reported to it for IUU, it installs VMS on those vessels and that India provides a plan 
for VMS installation to the Compliance Committee within six months of CoC20 and a progress 
report to the CoC21; and 

d. implements an educational programme for fishermen in Tamil Nadu and report on the 
outcomes to the COC21”. 

In the absence of any response to the UK on this or any vessel, we look forward to receipt of the 
above. We also propose that the Compliance Committee reiterates this request for the upcoming 
intersessional period, reporting in 2025 to CoC22. 

I would be grateful if you could circulate this material for the information and consideration of the 
Compliance Committee. Thank you. 

Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
 

       Mr J. Moir Clark 
       UK Delegation to IOTC  
       Supporting evidence: IOTC Reporting form for Illegal Activity, IND-TN-15-MM-9070 

(AVEMARIYA) 
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1. SUMMARY  

Date of boarding 25/01/2023   

Patrol type and number FIPA135 

Vessel name Ave Mariya 

Vessel type Longline/Gillnet (registered as Gillnetter) 

Vessel flag and port of reg. India, Colachel 

Vessel Registration No. IND-TN-15-MM-9070 

IOTC# (if registered) not registered 

Vessel Captain’s name Jerin Charles S/O Bosco 

SFPO Caradoc Jones 

BPV crew assisting  

Action Taken:  This is the third inspection of this vessel. The same skipper/owner has been on board for the 

latest inspections. Not very forthcoming with documentation. This vessel has been fishing around the GCB for 

at least one week. The onboard informal diary recording dates, positions, conditions and catches corraborate 

this along with discussion with the Captain plus gear locations marked on the GPS plotter - see Fig. 4. The 

vessel is allready on the IOTC IUU list but with very few details - those are provided from this inspection 

(ownership etc). The vessel is using wire trace as was volunteered by the captain. It is made on board - see Fig 

8 in accompanying photographic evidence.  Fresh catch on board as well as iced catch in the iced holds. 

Swordfish (Xiphias gladius) amongst the catch. Given verbal warning not to fish and to leave the FCMZ.  The 

two previous inspections and reports were: 

1) 'Inspection_Report_CJ005_T6_24_AVE_MARIYA_07_03_2022. Also obstructive in terms of providing 

documentation on that occassion as well. Same skipper / owner. 

2) Inspection_Report_RD008_AVEMARIYA_20042021.  

Photographic evidence from previous reports matched the vessel. 
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2. INITIAL SIGHTING DETAILS (from Initial Target Sighting Form) 

Date and time of first sighting 25/01/2023  05:30 (DD/MM/YY HH:MM) 

Sighted by: (insert name) David Lang Radar or Visual Both 

Position of target -5.7700   72.2500 

Course° degs. 44 

Speed kts. 01.40 

Range nm 08.00 

Bearing° degs. 331 

Comments: One of four FVs sighted in the vicinity during early morning. 

Fisheries Pennant and Sierra 

Quebec 3 Raised  
25/01/2023 12:42 (DD/MM/YY HH:MM) 

Vessel called on VHF CH16 

and MF 2182.0 
25/01/2023  12:58 (DD/MM/YY HH:MM) 

Target requested to stop and 

prepare for boarding 
25/01/2023  12:58 (DD/MM/YY HH:MM) 

Response to request for 

boarding 
Vessel hove to 

 
3. LAUNCHING OF RHIB 

Time RHIB launched 25/01/2023  12:42 (DD/MM/YY HH:MM) 

RHIB Crew (names) Gerald Harvey, Jerzey Szostek 

Comments on the approach to the FV:   Other vessels in the area began to move away. It was decided to focus 

on this vessel because  it was known to have both been in the area for some time and had also been inspected 

in the past. 

Photographic Evidence 

Collected (See Annex 1). 

 

Port 7 

Starboard 4 

Stern 3 

Fishing gear 16 

Other 56 
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4. BOARDING DETAILS 

Date and time vessel boarded 25/01/2023  13:25 (DD/MM/YY HH:MM) 

Position vessel boarded -5.8307    72.1634 

BPV crew assisting  

Language spoken English (good) 

Language Cards used Y/N Y Numbers used 17,18,20 

 
5. CREW DETAILS 

Captain’s name Jerin Charles S/O Bosco 

Captain’s nationality Indian 

Captain’s address 111-9-149B, JOTHI ILLAM, THOOTHOOR 

Captain’s D.o.B 27/07/1972  (DD/MM/YY) 

Number of crew (inc. Captain) 8 

Nationality of Crew Indian 

Are any crew under 18 (Y/N), if ‘Y’ provide details below unk 

 

Do any crew have health issues (Y/N), if ‘Y’ provide details below. unk 

Health issue details:    

Photographic Evidence Collected 

(See Annex 1). 

Captain ID 2 

Other crew ID 1 

Other  

 
 
6. VESSEL DOCUMENTS and REGISTRATION 

Vessel Name Ave Mariya 

International Callsign none 

Flag State India 

Authorisation to Fish/Fishing 

Licence No. 

No documents  

Valid from / to (dd/mm/yyyy) n/a 

Port of Registration Colachel 

Registration Number IND-TN-15-MM-9070 

FV owner name and details (as per 

licence) 

Jerin Charles S/O Bosco 

Fishing logbook No. No official Logbook. Unofficial diary. 

Issuing Authority n/a 
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Date of last entry (dd/mm/yyyy) 15/01/2023 

Position of last entry  5° 58' S  72° 04’E 10/01/2023 with catch and conditions.  

Boat Departure Form/Port Exit 

Documents (Y/N): if Y provide 

details of port and date of 

departure. 

N 

Insurance documentation (Y/N) Y. Current but not valid beyond 50nm of Indian Coast. 

Names 

and 

addresses 

of owners 

Jerin Charles S/O Bosco, 111-9-149B, JOTHI ILLAM, THOOTHOOR 

Overall 

length (m) 

20.90 Engine Power (hp)  180.0 

Other 

paperwork: 

Informal diary with positions, conditions & catch. 

Photographic Evidence Collected 

(See Annex 1). 

 

Licence no licence 

Logbook no logbook 

Boat Departure/Exit no forms 

Other 2, Cert of Reg. 3, Insurance. 5, 

diary. 

 
7. INTERVIEW WITH CAPTAIN 

Time of interview (discussion) 14:05 (not a formal interview) (HH:MM) 

Travelling to or from fishing grounds? No. Fishing here in the BIOT FCMZ. 

Port and date of departure Cochin 28/12/2022 

Total amount of fish onboard (t) Unknown 

If fish onboard where caught? In this area. GCB. 

If fish onboard when caught? Since 07/01/2023 

If fish onboard how caught? Longline. (but handline also recorded in diary for catch 14/01/2023) 

Destination Cochin 

Next port of call Cochin 

ETA unk (DD/MM/YY) 

Comments:  Not forthcoming with additional documentation. Fishing using longline with wire trace. Reported by 

Captain as not using gill nets (though noted as unstowed) because they snag. They were monitoring the BPV 

VHF channel 74 on their radio, their working frequency is channel 65. 

 

 
8. VESSEL INSPECTION 
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Fishing gear type Longlines, nets, handlines. Wire Trace present. 

Comments  Nets unstowed, Dan-buoys in deployment stance, snoods ready for attatchment, wire trace being 

made aboard. 

Catch onboard (estimated/reported t) 2.200 

IOTC species onboard (Y/N) Yes (SWO) Endangered species onboard (Y/N) Unk 

Description of catch 

 

Swordfish, shark spp., ray sp., red snapper, groupers and emperors . 

Comments   Fresh catch in hold in addition to frozen catch. 

Photographic Evidence Collected (See Annex 1). Gear 16 

Catch 16 

Hold 16 

Other 11 (fresh catch in hold), 2 

wire-trace. 

 
9. BIOT ORDINANCE NON-COMPLIANCE (use comments to expand where necessary) 

Ordinance Section Yes/No 
Non-Compliant 

(X) 

Section 5 (1(c)). Are there any sea cucumbers or molluscs on 

board? 

No  

Section 6 (1(a)). Is the vessel fishing using prohibited fishing gear? Yes (verbal 

admission 

(Captain) and gear 

positions shown 

on plotter) 

X 

Section 6 (2). Is the vessel in possession of prohibited fishing gear? Yes X 

Section 7 (1). Is the vessel fishing without a license? Yes X 

Section 9 (1). Is all fishing gear stowed and not readily available for 

use for fishing? 

No X 

Section 16. Has the Fisheries Protection Officer been obstructed in 

his/her duties by person(s) on the vessel or has that person(s) 

refused or neglected to comply with any order, direction or 

requirement given by a Fisheries Protection officer? 

Yes (captain only 

prepared to show 

limited 

documents) 

X 

Other: 

 

  

Comments    Two other previous inspections in BIOT. 

 
10. IOTC CMM NON-COMPLIANCE (use comments to expand where necessary) 

Note: AFV (Authorised Fishing Vessel-licenced to operate in the IOTC area of competence) 
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IOTC Resolution Yes/No 
Non-Compliant 

(X) 

19/04 2. Is the vessel authorised to fish in the IOTC area of 

competence? 

No X 

19/04 11. c) For AFVs, are valid certificates of vessel 

registration and valid authorisation to fish/tranship present 

on board? 

Not an AFV  

19/04 11. d) Is the AFV engaged in or associated with IUU 

fishing? 

Not an AFV  

19/04 11. e) Is the AFV engaged in or associated with tuna 

fishing activities conducted by vessels not entered into the 

IOTC Record in the IOTC area of competence? 

Not an AFV  

19/04 17. a) (i). Does the fishing vessel carry a licence, 

permit or authorisation to fish with terms and conditions 

attached? 

No X 

19/04 17. a) (ii). Does the vessel carry documents with the 

vessel name? 

Yes  

19/04 17. a) (iii) Does the vessel carry documents of Port 

of Registration and registered number? 

Yes  

19/04 17. a) (iv) Does the vessel carry documents detailing 

its International callsign? 

No X 

19/04 17. a) (v) Does the vessel carry documents with 

names and addresses of owner(s) or charterer? 

Yes  

19/04 17. a) (vi) Does the vessel carry documents detailing 

overall length? 

Yes  

19/04 17. a) (vii) Does the vessel carry documents 

detailing engine power, in KW/horsepower? 

Yes  

19/04 18. Is the vessel readily identified with markings 

indicating vessel name and/or callsign? (see FOA Standard 

Specification for the Marking and Identification of Fishing 

vessels). 

Yes  

19/04 19. b) Are marker buoys and similar floats marked 

with the letter(s) and/or number(s) of the vessel (e.g. name 

or callsign)? 

No X 

19/04 20. Does the vessel keep a bound fishing national 

logbook with consecutively numbered pages on board? 

No X 
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IOTC Resolution Yes/No 
Non-Compliant 

(X) 

15/01 3. Does the logbook record data that meets the 

minimum requirement for data and information set out in 

Annex I, II and III. 

No X 

15/03 1: Does the vessel have VMS on board? No X 

15/03 7. and 9. (see Annex 1) Is the VMS fully operational? n/a  

15/03 8. and 9. (see Annex 1) Is the VMS tamper resistant 

(not capable of being over-ridden – see 15/03 Paras 8 a) 

and b)) 

n/a  

15/03 9. Is the VMS not working due to technical failure? n/a  

17/07 4. Does the vessel have large-scale driftnets on 

board (>2.5km)? (12/12 binding on Pakistan) 

No  

12/04 8. a) Does the vessel have line cutters and turtle de-

hookers on board 

unk  

19/03 3. Has the vessel retained onboard, transhipped, 

landed or stored any part or whole carcass of mobulid rays 

(Manta and devil rays)? 

Unk  

18/02 2. Has the vessel recorded catches of blue shark in 

accordance with Resolution 15/01? 

NA  

18/05 7. Has the vessel recorded catches of Striped Marlin, 

Black Marlin, Blue Marlin and Sailfish in accordance with 

Resolution 15/01? 

NA  

17/05 2. and 3 a) For sharks fresh (on ice) has the vessel 

retained all parts of the shark except heads, guts and skins, 

with the exception of species prohibited by IOTC? 

Yes (stated as whole & 

ungutted,  and small fresh 

catch was) 

 

17/05 2 and 3 b) For sharks frozen, has the vessel retained 

for all sharks, fins amounting to >5% of the weight of sharks 

on board? 

Yes (stated as whole & 

ungutted, frozen catch not 

checked in detail) 

 

17/05 5. Have shark fins been removed from the carcass? No (no fin removal seen)  

12/09 2. Are there any parts or whole carcass of thresher 

sharks on board? 

Unk  

19/04 11. b) Does the AFV comply with all relevant IOTC 

CMMs? 

No X 

Comments     

 
 
11. SFPO ACTIONS TAKEN 
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Vessel and Master detained and escorted to DG  

FPN issued and catch and gear seized  

IOTC Reporting Form to be completed X 

Master given verbal warning and released X 

No further action, vessel released  

Comments: . 

Swordfish was photographed and recorded in the catch - IOTC species. 

 
12. DISEMBARKATION and RECOVERY 

Time FV disembarked 15:45 (HH:MM) 

Time RHIB recovered to the BPV 16:00 (HH:MM) 

Comments:    
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13. VESSEL RECORDS and HISTORY 

Vessel on IOTC 

register (Y/N) 

N IOTC 

number 

 

Date authorised 

from 

 Date 

authorised 

to 

 

Vessel currently authorised to fish in 

IOTC area of competence (Y/N) 

N 

Version of IOTC database referenced: MRAG update 

Vessel 

previously 

boarded (Y/N) 

Y Inspection 

report ID 

'Inspection_Report_CJ005_T6_24_AVE_MARIYA_07_03_2022_v2'.  

AND Inspection_Report_RD008_AVEMARIYA_20042021 

Master 

previously 

boarded (Y/N) 

Y Inspection 

report ID 

Inspection_Report_CJ005_T6_24_AVE_MARIYA_07_03_2022_v2'. 

Owner 

previously 

boarded (Y/N) 

Y Inspection 

report ID 

'Inspection_Report_CJ005_T6_24_AVE_MARIYA_07_03_2022_v2'. 

Crew 

previously 

boarded (Y/N) 

unk Inspection 

report ID 

 

Comments:   Same skipper/owner on board for tha last inspection on 07/03/2023. Informal diary and plotter 

record dates, and positions of gear deployments and catch. 

 

 
 
 
Caradoc Jones          02/02/2023  
  
 
BIOT Senior Fisheries Protection Officer       
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ANNEX 1: PHOTOGRAPH LOG 

 
Stage of Boarding / Inspection Type of Photograph Number of photos 

Prior to Boarding 

Portside 7 
Starboard side 4 
Vessel name and identification 5 
Bow 5 
Stern 3 
Evidence of fishing 15 (including informal diary with catch log) 
FV with BPV 2 (with Daughter Craft) 
Other  

Wheel house 

Radar  
GPS 3 
SFPO GPS  
Radio equipment 1 
VMS No VMS 
Plotter 2 

Documents 

License No licence 

Logbook No logbook (informal diary with 
positions & catch-log) 

Boat departure form No form 
Insurance 4 
Other documents Informal diary and copy-book. 

Crew identification 

Captain photos 2 
Crew member photo 3 
Captain identification 2 
Crew identification 1 

Fishing activity 

Fishing 
equipment 

Nets 3 
Longline 5 
Wire trace 2 
Hand line  
Harpoon  
Pots / traps / cages  
Marker buoys 6 
Fishing equipment in water  
Other  

Evidence of 
fishing 

Blood on deck  
Catch in water  
Catch released alive  
Hauling  
Position Gear (start) 5 pictures of fishing positions in diary 

Position Gear (end) 5 pictures of fishing positions in diary 

Holds and catch 
storage 

Hold lid on 2 
Hold lid off 5 
Catch in hold 16 
Bridge deckhead  
Catch on deck  
Security seals  

Other (list)   
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IOTC Resolutions References: 
 
Resolution 15/01 On the recording of catch and effort data by fishing vessels in the IOTC area of competence. 
 
See………  
 
Annex I  Record once per trip (unless gear configuration changes) 
 
Annex II Record once per set/shot/operation  
 
Annex III Specifications for handline and trolling 
 
Resolution 15/03 On the vessel monitoring system (VMS) programme. 
 
See Paras 8 a) and 8 b) 
 
8. Each CPC as a Flag State shall ensure that the vessel monitoring device(s) on board its vessels are 

tamper resistant, that is, are of a type and configuration that prevent the input or output of false 
positions, and that they are not capable of being over-ridden, whether manually, electronically or 
otherwise. To this end, the on-board satellite monitoring device must: 

 
a) be located within a sealed unit; and 

 
b) be protected by official seals (or mechanisms) of a type that will indicate whether the unit has been 

accessed or tampered with. 
 

See Annex I  Responsibilities concerning the satellite-tracking devices and requirements in case of technical 
failure or non-functioning of the satellite-tracking devices.

 



British Indian Ocean Territory Administration 
Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office 

London SW1A 2AH 
 

 
Sanjay Pandey           2 February 2023 
AC(Fy); DoF, GoI 
 
cc: Dr.P.Paul Pandian, Fisheries Development Commissioner, Government of India; Mr. J. Balaji, Ministry of 
Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying; Thiru Anitha R. Radhakrishnan, Minister for Fisheries – 
Fishermen Welfare and Animal Husbandry, Tamil Nadu; Thiru A. Karthik, IAS., Principal Secretary to 
Government, Fishermen Welfare and Animal Husbandry, Tamil Nadu 
 
E-Mail: sanjay.rpandey@gov.in;  pl_pndn@yahoo.com;  jsfy@nic.in; animalfishminister@gmail.com; 
ahsec@tn.gov.in 
 
Dear Dr Pandey  

Report on the inspection of the Indian flagged vessel IND-TN-15-MM-9070 (AVE MARIYA) in 
the waters of the British Indian Ocean Territory (BIOT) and request for assistance. 

The Indian flagged vessel IND-TN-15-MM-9070 (AVE MARIYA) was boarded and inspected on suspicion of 
being involved in illegal activities, namely illegal fishing in BIOT waters on 25 January 2023. The vessel had 
been fishing in BIOT waters for at least a week and there were fresh fish on board including IOTC managed 
species Swordfish (Xiphias gladius). The vessel was not on the IOTC list of Authorised Fishing Vessels. The 
vessel had not submitted a transit reporting form to the BIOT Authorities. The vessel was fishing illegally 
without a licence within BIOT waters, and was instructed to leave BIOT waters immediately.  
 
We note that the vessel is from Tamil Nadu. We would kindly request your assistance to recall the vessel to port 
immediately and notify the relevant persons in the State and port authorities of the need for an investigation. 
We would be grateful if you could 1) Conduct a regulatory investigation into the activities of this vessel 
including any vessel monitoring system (VMS) data; 2) Following your investigation, provide us with an early 
indication of any legal action against the owner and Master (skippers) of the vessel that you plan to implement 
through the Indian / State authorities regarding any violation of the fisheries regulations of India. This would 
include illegal fishing in the waters of a third State, namely BIOT.   
 
This vessel was included on the IOTC IUU Vessels List in May 2022. The vessel registration dates from 
30/07/2022 (see Figs 5 and 6 of the Inspection Report) which is after the vessel was included on the IUU Vessels 
List and thus demonstrates a complete disregard of IOTC Conservation Management Measures and a failure to 
implement flag State Controls. These details will be reported to the IOTC Compliance Committee. 
 
If you have any questions or require assistance please do not hesitate to contact us. We look forward to your 
cooperation. Please acknowledge receipt of this letter and attachments. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
     Mr Balraj Dhanda     Mr J. Moir Clark  
     BIOT Administrator and Director of Fisheries  UK Delegation to IOTC 

     Attached: Inspection Report for: IND-TN-15-MM-9070 (AVE MARIYA) 
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1. SUMMARY 

Date of boarding 05/12/2023 

Patrol type and number FIPA 148 

Vessel name Ave Mariya 

Vessel type Gillnet 

Vessel flag and port of reg. India, Colachel & Kanyakumari 

Vessel Registration No. IND-TN-15-MM-9070 

IOTC# (if registered)  

Vessel Captain’s name Jerin Charles B S/O Bosco 

SFPO Daniel Teixeira 

BPV crew assisting Keith Andrews (Captain), Davy Lang (1st Officer), David Stockton (2nd 

Officer), Jerzy Szostek (Bosun), Gerald Harvey (Crew) and Lee Kelly 

(Crew), Paul de Groote (Crew)  

Action Taken: Fishing gear was detected while the BPV was on fisheries patrol (FIPA) on 04/12/2023 at 08:00hrs 

LT. The BPV changed its course to arrive at the position early the following day. At 07:17 a visual was made of 

the FV, pos 7o17.3’S 71o19.4’E, at a speed of 0.8 Kn, course 235o.  

After briefing the workboat and boarding crew at 08:00, the workboat was launched at 08:10 and at 08:20 SFPO 

and crew member Gerald Harvey boarded the Indian fishing vessel, Ave Mariya, which had been previously 

boarded and inspected on 30/11/2023. During this inspection, evidence of fishing was found and the vessel 

captain was instructed he could not fish in the BIOT FCMZ and told to leave.  

The inspection focused primarily on the violation that was being committed, the hauling of fishing line, which 

lasted from 08:20 to 09:53. A hold inspection followed, at 09:55 to check and access what had been caught from 

the previous inspection, on 30/11/2023 (InspectionReport_006_DT_AVE_MARIYA_30112023). 

One of the compartments was half full, containing at least 26 sharks of several sizes, reef fishes of various 

species and IOTC listed species were found to be present (kawakawa). At the wheelhouse, at 10:00, FV captain 

presented his documents, showed on his GPS the position he had been fishing and signed the position form.   

After confirmation from ROPO 1, at 13:28, the SFPO informed the captain of the FV Ave Mariya of their detention 

and was instructed to follow the BPV back to DG for further investigation.  

 
2. INITIAL SIGHTING DETAILS (from Initial Target Sighting Form) 

Date and time of first sighting 05/12/2023 07:17 (DD/MM/YY HH:MM) 

Sighted by: (insert name) OOW Davy Lang Radar X Visual X 

Position of target 7o17.3’ S 71o19.4’E 

Course 235o   

Speed 0.8 

Range 8.3 
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Bearing 86o     

Comments:  

Fisheries Pennant and Sierra 

Quebec 3 Raised  
05/12/2023 07:35  (DD/MM/YY HH:MM) 

Vessel called on VHF CH16 and 

MF 2182.0 
05/12/2023 07:35 (DD/MM/YY HH:MM) 

Target requested to stop and 

prepare for boarding 
05/12/2023 07:35 (DD/MM/YY HH:MM) 

Response to request for 

boarding 
No response 

 
3. LAUNCHING OF RHIB 

Time RHIB launched 05/12/2023 08:10 (DD/MM/YY HH:MM) 

RHIB Crew (names) Daniel Teixeira (SFPO), Gerald Harvey (Crew), Lee Kelly (Crew) and Paul de 

Groote (Crew). 

Comments on the approach to the FV: DC couldn’t perform two turns around FV as it was hauling line at the 

time of approach. FV identification was done and photographic evidence was taken. Approach was performed 

FV starboard side. FV did not present any problems to approach, waited and followed instructions from boarding 

crew. 

Photographic Evidence 

Collected (See Annex 1). 

 

Port 2 

Starboard 2 

Stern 1 

Fishing gear 0 

Other 1 (Bow) 

 
4. BOARDING DETAILS 

Date and time vessel boarded 05/12/2023 08:20  

Position vessel boarded 7o20`935 S 71o18`987 E 

BPV crew assisting Gerald Harvey 

Language spoken English  

Language Cards used Y/N N Numbers used  

 
5. CREW DETAILS 

Captain’s name Jerin Charles B S/O Bosco 

Captain’s nationality Indian 
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Captain’s address 111-9-149B, Jothi Illam, Thoothoor, Vilavancode, Kanniyakumari, 

Tamil Nadu, 629176 

Captain’s D.o.B. 15/02/1973  

Number of crew (inc. Captain) 10 

Nationality of Crew Indian (according to captain) 

Are any crew under 18 (Y/N), if ‘Y’ provide details below N 

Do any crew have health issues (Y/N), if ‘Y’ provide details below. N 

Health issue details: 

 

Photographic Evidence Collected 

(See Annex 1). 

Captain ID 2 

Other crew ID 1 (group photo) 

Other 0 

 
 
6. VESSEL DOCUMENTS and REGISTRATION 

Vessel Name Ave Mariya 

International Callsign unk 

Flag State India 

Authorisation to Fish/Fishing Licence No. Not produced 

Valid from / to (dd/mm/yyyy) unk 

Port of Registration Colachel & Kanyakumari 

Registration Number IND-TN-15-MM-9070 

FV owner name and details (as per licence) NA 

Fishing logbook No. Not presented 

Issuing Authority N/A 

Date of last entry (dd/mm/yyyy) N/A 

Position of last entry  N/A  

Boat Departure Form/Port Exit Documents (Y/N): if Y 

provide details of port and date of departure. 

N 

Insurance documentation (Y/N) N 

Names and addresses of 

owners 

Jerin Charles B S/O Bosco 

111-9-149B, Jothi Illam, Thoothoor, Vilavancode, Kanniyakumari, Tamil Nadu, 

629176 

Overall length (ft/m) 20.90 Engine Power (KW/hp)  180 

Other paperwork: N 
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Photographic Evidence Collected (See Annex 1). 

 

Licence 0 

Logbook 0 

Boat Departure/Exit 0 

Other 0 

 
7. INTERVIEW WITH CAPTAIN 

Time of interview 05/12/2023 10:00 (HH:MM) 

Travelling to or from fishing grounds? Not traveling 

Port and date of departure Thengapattinam 10/11/2023 

Total amount of fish onboard (t) NA 

If fish onboard where caught? NA 

If fish onboard when caught? NA 

If fish onboard how caught? NA  

Destination Thengapattinam 

Next port of call Thengapattinam 

ETA unk (DD/MM/YY) 

Comments: Very short conversation to request documents, chart position confirmation and sign position chart 

form. Asked to wait while SFPO was back in the BPV waiting for ROPO1 detention confirmation.  

 
8. VESSEL INSPECTION 

Fishing gear type 4 LL, 1 net, 3 sets of buoys 

Comments: not actively fishing 

Catch onboard (estimated/reported t) 500kg estimate 

IOTC species onboard (Y/N) Y Endangered species onboard (Y/N) N 

Description of catch 

 

Species, number, medium size: 

Wahoo (Acanthocybium solandri), 1, 90cm 

Dolphinfish (Coryphaena hippurus), 2, 80cm 

Whitetip reef shark (Triaenodon obesus), 6, 60cm 

Lunar-tailed grouper (Variola louti), 6, 40cm 

Saddleback grouper (Plectropomus laevis), 4, 50cm 

Giant trevally (Caranx ignobilis), 1, 50cm 

Bridled triggerfish (Sufflamen fraenatum), 1, 30cm 

Emperor fish (Lethrinus spp), 1, 35cm 

Kawa kawa (Euthynnus affinis), 25, 30cm 

Red snapper (Lutjanidae spp), 25, 30cm 

Carcharhinidae spp. sharks – 26, several sizes ranging from 60 cm to 150 cm 
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Total weight estimated 100kg 

Comments: Of the 12 compartments in the hold, 11 were empty, and one was half full, mainly with 

Carcharhinidae spp. sharks. The remainder, as last week’s inspection lay in in the corridor. 

 

Photographic Evidence Collected (See Annex 1). Gear 5 

Catch 11 

Hold 4 

Other 0 

 
 
 
9. BIOT ORDINANCE NON-COMPLIANCE (use comments to expand where necessary) 

Ordinance Section Yes/No 
Non-Compliant 

(X) 

Section 5 (1(c)). Are there any sea cucumbers or molluscs on 

board? 

N  

Section 6 (1(a)). Is the vessel fishing using prohibited fishing gear? N   

Section 6 (2). Is the vessel in possession of prohibited fishing gear? N  

Section 7 (1). Is the vessel fishing without a license? Y X 

Section 9 (1). Is all fishing gear stowed and not readily available for 

use for fishing? 

N X 

Section 16. Has the Fisheries Protection Officer been obstructed in 

his/her duties by person(s) on the vessel or has that person(s) 

refused or neglected to comply with any order, direction or 

requirement given by a Fisheries Protection officer? 

N  

Other: 

 

  

Comments: FV Ave Mariya is a repeat offender being caught several times in the recent past. To number a few: 

20/04/2021, 25/01/2023 and 07/03/2023 and lastly 30/11/2023. The last time was warned to not return to BIOT 

and was issued a verbal warning to leave BIOT.   
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10. IOTC CMM NON-COMPLIANCE (use comments to expand where necessary) 

Note: AFV (Authorised Fishing Vessel-licenced to operate in the IOTC area of competence) 

IOTC Resolution Yes/No 
Non-Compliant 

(X) 

19/04 2. Is the vessel authorised to fish in the IOTC area of 

competence? 

N X 

19/04 11. c) For AFVs, are valid certificates of vessel registration and 

valid authorisation to fish/tranship present on board? 

N/A  

19/04 11. d) Is the AFV engaged in or associated with IUU fishing? N/A  

19/04 11. e) Is the AFV engaged in or associated with tuna fishing 

activities conducted by vessels not entered into the IOTC Record in 

the IOTC area of competence? 

N/A  

19/04 17. a) (i). Does the fishing vessel carry a licence, permit or 

authorisation to fish with terms and conditions attached? 

N X 

19/04 17. a) (ii). Does the vessel carry documents with the vessel 

name? 

Y  

19/04 17. a) (iii) Does the vessel carry documents of Port of 

Registration and registered number? 

Y  

19/04 17. a) (iv) Does the vessel carry documents detailing its 

International callsign? 

N X 

19/04 17. a) (v) Does the vessel carry documents with names and 

addresses of owner(s) or charterer? 

Y  

19/04 17. a) (vi) Does the vessel carry documents detailing overall 

length? 

Y  

19/04 17. a) (vii) Does the vessel carry documents detailing engine 

power, in KW/horsepower? 

Y  

19/04 18. Is the vessel readily identified with markings indicating 

vessel name and/or callsign? (see FOA Standard Specification for 

the Marking and Identification of Fishing vessels). 

Y  

19/04 19. b) Are marker buoys and similar floats marked with the 

letter(s) and/or number(s) of the vessel (e.g. name or callsign)? 

N X 

19/04 20. Does the vessel keep a bound fishing national logbook with 

consecutively numbered pages on board? 

N X 
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IOTC Resolution Yes/No 
Non-Compliant 

(X) 

15/01 3. Does the logbook record data that meets the minimum 

requirement for data and information set out in Annex I, II and III. 

N X 

15/03 1: Does the vessel have VMS on board? Y  

15/03 7. and 9. (see Annex 1) Is the VMS fully operational? N X 

15/03 8. and 9. (see Annex 1) Is the VMS tamper resistant (not 

capable of being over-ridden – see 15/03 Paras 8 a) and b)) 

N X 

15/03 9. Is the VMS not working due to technical failure? Y  

17/07 4. Does the vessel have large-scale driftnets on board 

(>2.5km)? (12/12 binding on Pakistan) 

N  

12/04 8. a) Does the vessel have line cutters and turtle de-hookers 

on board 

N  

19/03 3. Has the vessel retained onboard, transhipped, landed or 

stored any part or whole carcass of mobulid rays (Manta and devil 

rays)? 

N  

18/02 2. Has the vessel recorded catches of blue shark in 

accordance with Resolution 15/01? 

N  

18/05 7. Has the vessel recorded catches of Striped Marlin, Black 

Marlin, Blue Marlin and Sailfish in accordance with Resolution 15/01? 

N  

17/05 2. and 3 a) For sharks fresh (on ice) has the vessel retained all 

parts of the shark except heads, guts and skins, with the exception 

of species prohibited by IOTC? 

Y  

17/05 2 and 3 b) For sharks frozen, has the vessel retained for all 

sharks, fins amounting to >5% of the weight of sharks on board? 

N/A  

17/05 5. Have shark fins been removed from the carcass? N  

12/09 2. Are there any parts or whole carcass of thresher sharks on 

board? 

N  

19/04 11. b) Does the AFV comply with all relevant IOTC CMMs? N/A  

Comments 

No documents presented other than FV Certificate of Registry 
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11. SFPO ACTIONS TAKEN 

Vessel and Master detained and escorted to DG x 

FPN issued and catch and gear seized  

IOTC Reporting Form to be completed x 

Master given verbal warning and released  

No further action, vessel released  

Comments:  

 
12. DISEMBARKATION and RECOVERY 

Time FV disembarked 10:25 (HH:MM) 

Time RHIB recovered to the BPV 10:40 (HH:MM) 

Comments:  

 

 
13. VESSEL RECORDS and HISTORY 

Vessel on IOTC register (Y/N) N IOTC number  

Date authorised from  Date authorised to  

Vessel currently authorised to fish in IOTC area of competence (Y/N) N 

Version of IOTC database referenced: IOTC website 

Vessel previously boarded (Y/N) Y Inspection report 

ID 

InspectionReport_CJ053_ 

INDTN15MM9070_25_01_2023 

Master previously boarded (Y/N) Y Inspection report 

ID 

 

Owner previously boarded (Y/N) Y Inspection report 

ID 

InspectionReport_CJ053_ 

INDTN15MM9070_25_01_2023 

Crew previously boarded (Y/N) unk Inspection report 

ID 

 

Comments: Previously inspected 25/01/2023. 

 
 
 
Daniel Barros Teixeira                                                                 01/12/2023 
BIOT Senior Fisheries Protection Officer       
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ANNEX 1: PHOTOGRAPH LOG 

Stage of Boarding / Inspection Type of Photograph 
Number of 
photos 

Prior to Boarding 

Portside 2 
Starboard side 2 
Vessel name and identification 3 
Bow 0 
Stern 1 
Evidence of fishing 0 
FV with BPV 2 
Other  

Wheel house 

Radar  
GPS 2 
SFPO GPS 0 
Radio equipment 0 
VMS 2 
Plotter 2 

Documents 

License 2 
Logbook 0 
Boat departure form 0 
Insurance 0 
Other documents 0  

Crew identification 

Captain photos 0 
Crew member photo 0 
Captain identification 2 
Crew identification 0 

Fishing activity 

Fishing 
equipment 

Nets 1 
Longline 2 
Wire trace 0 
Hand line 0 
Harpoon 0 
Pots / traps / cages 0 
Marker buoys 1 
Fishing equipment in water 1 
Other 0 

Evidence of 
fishing 

Blood on deck 0 
Catch in water 4 
Catch released alive 4 
Hauling 5 
Position Gear (start) 1 
Position Gear (end) 1 

Holds and catch 
storage 

Hold lid on 0 
Hold lid off 1 
Catch in hold 6 
Bridge deckhead 0 
Catch on deck 1 
Security seals 0 

Other (list)   
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IOTC Resolutions References: 
 
Resolution 15/01 On the recording of catch and effort data by fishing vessels in the IOTC area of competence. 
 
See………  
 
Annex I  Record once per trip (unless gear configuration changes) 
 
Annex II Record once per set/shot/operation  
 
Annex III Specifications for handline and trolling 
 
Resolution 15/03 On the vessel monitoring system (VMS) programme. 
 
See Paras 8 a) and 8 b) 
 
8. Each CPC as a Flag State shall ensure that the vessel monitoring device(s) on board its vessels are 

tamper resistant, that is, are of a type and configuration that prevent the input or output of false 
positions, and that they are not capable of being over-ridden, whether manually, electronically or 
otherwise. To this end, the on-board satellite monitoring device must: 

 
a) be located within a sealed unit; and 

 
b) be protected by official seals (or mechanisms) of a type that will indicate whether the unit has been 

accessed or tampered with. 
 

See Annex I  Responsibilities concerning the satellite-tracking devices and requirements in case of technical 
failure or non-functioning of the satellite-tracking devices. 
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[Fig. 1] Ave Mariya Starboard Side. 

 

 
 

[Fig. 2] Ave Mariya Starboard Side. 

 

 
 

[Fig. 3] Ave Mariya Stern. 

 

 
 

[Fig. 4] Ave Mariya Portside. 

 

 
 

[Fig. 5] Ave Mariya Portside. 

 

 
 

[Fig. 6] BPV logbook 05/12/2023. 
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[Fig. 7] ECDIS sighting- 07:22, BPV approaching Ave Mariya 
SW of Pitt Bank, about to increase speed to 2.5Kn. 

 

 
 
[Fig. 8] ECDIS sighting –07:37, BPV SW of Pitt Bank, 2 min 
after SQ3 and Fishery pennant raised. 

 

 
 

[Fig. 9] Fishing gear not stowed and being used at time of 
boarding, 08:21. 

 

 
 

[Fig. 10] Fishing gear not stowed and being used at time of 
boarding, 08:22. 

 

 
 

[Fig. 11] Ave Mariya Certificate of Registry, front. 

 

 
 

[Fig. 12] Ave Mariya Certificate of Registry, back. 
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[Fig. 13] Nav system displaying position of deployed dan 
buoys with transponders. 

 

 
 

[Fig. 14] Nav system, boarding position. 
 

 

 
 

[Fig. 15] Cosmo 4 transponder attached to dan buoy. 
 

 

 
 

[Fig. 16] Hauling a small Tiger Shark (Galeocerdo cuvier). 
Released back to the sea. 

 

 
 

[Fig. 17] Red Snapper being released back to the sea. 
 

 

 
 

[Fig. 18] Small Grey Reef Shark (Carcharhinus amblyrhynchos). 
Later released back to the sea. 
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[Fig. 19] Hook rack, circa 300 per line. 

 

 
 

[Fig. 20] Fishing gear not stowed and being used at time of 
boarding, 08:22. 

 

 
 

[Fig. 21] Green Jobfish (Aprion virescens) being hauled. 
Later released. 

 

 
 

[Fig. 22] Small Grey Reef shark (Carcharhinus amblyrhynchos). 

 

 
 

[Fig. 23] Hauling Red Snapper (Lutjanus bohar). 

 

 
 

[Fig. 24] Cosmo 2 and 3 used in dan buoys. 
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[Fig. 25] Adult Grey Reef Shark (Carcharhinus 
amblyrhynchos) 

 

 
 

[Fig 26] Hold. Fish in the corridor. 

 

 
 

[Fig 27] Hold. Half full compartment, containing shark. 

 

 
 

[Fig 28] Hold. Compartment with ice. 
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[Fig.1] Anotated ECDIS overview 25/01/2023 12:20 Local time 
 

 

 
[Fig.2] Boarding location confirmation. 

 

 
[Fig 3.] GPS / AIS TX RX combination, with 
confirmation of vessel position. 
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[Fig.4] Second GPS / AIS combination unit  with gear deployments marked 

 

 
[Fig.5] Certificate of Registry 1 of 2. 

 

 
[Fig.6] ‘Certificate of Registry 2 of 2. 
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[Fig.7] Insurance warranty limits it to 50nm from Indian Coast. 

 

 
[Fig.8] Position Log 07/01/23, within BIOT 

 

 
[Fig.9] Position Log 07/01/23, within BIOT 

 

 
[Fig.10] Catch log 09/01/2023 lists common names 

 

 
[Fig.11] Pos Log 10/01/23, within BIOT + catch 
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[Fig.12] Catch log 14/01/2023 lists common names 

 

 
[Fig.13] Catch log 15/01/2023 lists common names 

 

 
[Fig.14] Ave Mariya, stern 

 

 
[Fig.15] Ave Mariya, port side. Dan buoys in 
deployment stance. 

 

 
[Fig.16]Port Bow, ID #, Name and dan-buoys in 
deployment stance. 

 

 
[Fig.17] Starboard Bow, ID #, Name  
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[Fig.18] Dan Buoys lights / AIS attached pre/post 
deployment. No vessel markings. 

 

 
[Fig.19] Unstowed nets, sea anchor & BIOT patrol 
daughter craft. 

 

 
[Fig.20] Roof with fishing light set. 

 

 
[Fig.21] AIS transponders ‘A’, ‘0’ & ‘1’. No vessel 
markings. 

 

 
[Fig.21] Anchors 

 

 
[Fig.22] Wire trace made on board. 
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[Fig.23] Fresh catch: Epinephelus chlorostigma 

 

 
[Fig.24] Fresh catch: Lutjanus bohar  

 

 
[Fig.25] Catch in hold: Aethaloperca rogaa 

 

 
[Fig.26] Shark spps 

 

 
[Fig.27] Ice holds 

 

 
[Fig.28] Bay 1: Shark spp. 

 

 
[Fig. 29] Bay 2:Shark spp. 

 

 
[Fig.30] Bay 3: Shark spp. 
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[Fig.31] Swordfish (Xiphias gladius) 
 

 

[Fig.32] Ray spp ~ 1.5m. 
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25 October 2023 

IOTC CIRCULAR 

2023-57 

Dear Madam / Sir, 

A COMMUNICATION FROM THE EUROPEAN UNION TO UPDATE INFORMATION PERTAINING TO 
THE IUU LISTED VESSEL, “COBIJA” 

In accordance with paragraph 30 of IOTC Resolution 18/03, the European Union has provided the information in the 
attached document, for the purpose of updating some information fields in the IOTC IUU Vessels List for the vessel, 
COBIJA. 

As required by paragraph 30 (b) of the above-mentioned Resolution, the IOTC Secretariat has successfully verified 
the information provided by the EU, by reference to other information, except for the name of the owner of the two 
companies.  Therefore, this information field for “beneficial owner” will not be updated with the name of the 
individual found in the information provided by the EU. 

Yours sincerely 

Paul de Bruyn 
Executive Secretary 

Attachment: 

• Communication from the EU

Attachment 2

http://www.iotc.org/
Mirose
Typewritten text
  2
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From:  
Sent: Thursday, October 19, 2023 10:43 AM 
To: IOTC-Compliance <IOTC-Compliance@fao.org> 
Subject: Update information on a IUU vessel 

Dear colleagues,  

We received some updated information regarding the COBIJA, a vessel included on the IOTC IUU vessel list. 
Below a summary of the update information with the attached the circular from CCAMLR of June 2023, that we 
transmit for the purpose of article 30 of resolution 18/03.  

- Name and address of the fishing vessel owner and of the previous owners: the companies that owned the fishing
vessel were, initially, EXPRESS FINANCIAL VENTURES INC, and subsequently, NICAMAR INTERNATIONAL
INVESTMENTS INC. In addition, the investigation carried out with Panamá confirmed that the owner of the companies
EXPRESS FINANCIAL VENTURES, INC and NICAMAR INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENTS, INC is PABLO COSTAS VILLAR.

- Owner´s place of registration: the companies are addressed in Panamá.

- MMSI (Maritime Mobile Service Identity) number: 720 877 000 (document n.º 3 about COMUNICACIONES CON
BOLIVIA).

- Photos of the Fishing Vessel: attached, you will find what appears in the complementary inspection report in the
sanctioning procedure.

- Date of the alleged IUU fishing activity: the date of the sighting by the Australian authorities was June 18th, 2020,
although the vessel has been included in SEAFO's list of vessels involved in IUU fishing activities since November 2017.

Best regards,  

European	Commission	
Directorate-General for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries 
Unit B2 Regional Fisheries Management Organisations	
J99 03/72	
B-1049 Brussels/Belgium	
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30 October 2023 

IOTC CIRCULAR 

2023-59 

Dear Madam / Sir, 

CROSS-LISTING OF VESSELS INCLUDED ON THE IUU VESSELS LIST 

In accordance with paragraph 34 of IOTC Resolution 18/03, I invite CPCs to review the attached list of vessels being 
proposed for cross-listing to the IOTC List of Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) vessels. The attached list has 
been compiled in accordance with paragraph 31 of the above-mentioned Resolution. 

In accordance with paragraph 35, of the above-mentioned Resolution, any CPC may, in writing, object to the inclusion 
of a vessel on the proposed list within 30 days of the date of this circular. The objecting CPC shall explain the reason 
for the objection. 

The IOTC IUU Vessels List may be amended accordingly, following this consultation process. 

Yours sincerely 

Paul de Bruyn 
Executive Secretary 

Attachment: 

• List of vessels being proposed for IUU cross-listing

Attachment 3

http://www.iotc.org/


No.

Current name of vessel
(previous names)
Nom actuel du navire
(noms précédents)

Current flag 
(previous flags)/
Pavillon actuel
(pavillons précédents)

Owner / beneficial owners 
(previous owners)
Propriétaire / en équité 
(précédents)

Owner Address (Previous 
Owner Address/es)/Adresse 
du propriétaire (Adresse 
propriétaires précédent/s)

Operator (previous 
operators)/
Armateur (précédents)

Operator Address (Previous 
Operator 
Address/es)/Adresse 
l’armateur (Adresse 
l’armateur précédents)

Country and number of 
registration of legal 
entity/Pays et numéro 
d’enregistrement de 
l'entité légale

Call sign 
(previous call signs)
Indicatif d’appel
(précédents)

Lloyds-IMO number/
Numéro Lloyds-IMO 

Recent photographs of 
the vessel/
Photos récentes du navire

Length Overall (LOA) of 
the vessel(m)/
Longueur hors-tout du 
navire(m)

Date first included in 
IOTC IUU List/
Date de première 
inscription sur la Liste 
INN de la CTOI

Summary of IUU activities/
Résumé des activités INN

Reference of supporting 
document and 
information/
Références aux 
documents et 
informations en appui

Summary of action 
taken/
Résumé des actions 
ayant été prises

Source organisation/
Source l'organisation

1 FREEDOM Cameroon/Cameroun INTERA COMPANY SA

Suite 1203, 12th Floor, 
Ocean Business Plaza 
Building, Calle Aguilino de la 
Guardia y Calle 47 Este, 
Panama City

INTERA COMPANY SA

Suite 1203, 12th Floor, 
Ocean Business Plaza 
Building, Calle Aguilino de la 
Guardia y Calle 47 Este, 
Panama City, Panama

 Panama
IMO Company No. 
5942421

JVAW7 7302548 NA/PD UNK/INC
December/décembre 
2023

Vessel suspected to have carried out 
IUU fishing activities in the ICCAT 
Convention area, observed near the 
port of Shidao (CNSHD). Strong 
suspicions that the vessel has been 
renamed FREEDOM 7 and flies the flag 
of CAMEROON. / Navire suspecté 
d’avoir réalisé des activités de pêche 
INN dans la zone de la Convention de 
l’ICCAT, observé près du port de Shidao 
(CNSHD). Ce navire est fortement 
soupçonné d’avoir été renommé 
FREEDOM 7 et de battre le pavillon du 
CAMEROUN.

UNK/INC UNK/INC
Cross-listing: 
ICCAT/Inscription 
croisée: ICCAT

2 GLORIWAVE Sierra Leone UNK/INC UNK/INC UNK/INC UNK/INC UNK/INC T8A4017 9017666 NA/PD UNK/INC
December/décembre 
2023

This vessel was observed conducting 
unauthorized bunkering activities in the 
NPFC Convention Area on June 26, 2022.
NOTE: TCC06 was informed that the 
vessel is understood to have flagged to 
Palau, and later Togo, and may also be 
using the name RIWA. / Ce navire a été 
observé en train de réaliser des activités 
d’avitaillement non autorisées dans la 
zone de la Convention de la NPFC le 26 
juin 2022.
NOTE : TCC06 a été informé que le 
navire est réputé avoir battu le pavillon 
de Palau, puis ultérieurement du Togo 
et pourrait également utiliser le nom 
RIWA.

TCC06 UNK/INC
Cross-listing: SIOFA 
(NPFC)/Inscription 
croisée: SIOFA (NPFC)

3 KIKI Gambia/Gambie

UNK/INC
(HSIN FEI TRADING 
INVESTMENT COMPANY dite 
NATIC SARL (in Senegal))

UNK/INC
6 Rue Malan x 22 Bd Djily 
mbaye BP 22288 - Dakar 
Ponty (in Senegal)

UNK/INC
(HSIN FEI TRADING 
INVESTMENT COMPANY dite 
NATIC SARL (in Senegal))

UNK/INC
(6 Rue Malan x 22 Bd Djily 
mbaye BP 22288 - Dakar 
Ponty (in Senegal))

UNK/INC C5J130 7929176 NA/PD UNK/INC
December/décembre 
2023

Engage in fishing or fishing related 
activities contrary to any other ICCAT 
conservation and management 
measures. / Participation à la pêche ou 
à des activités liées à pêche en 
contravention avec toute autre mesure 
de conservation et de gestion de l’ICCAT.

NA/PD UNK/INC
Cross-listing: 
ICCAT/Inscription 
croisée: ICCAT

4 LUCAS Gambia/Gambie
UNK/INC or/ou "HSIN FEI 
TRADING INVESTMENT 
COMPANY dite NATIC SARL"

UNK/INC or/ou "6 Rue Malan 
x 22 Bd Djily mbaye BP 
22288 - Dakar Ponty"

UNK/INC or/ou "HSIN FEI 
TRADING INVESTMENT 
COMPANY dite NATIC SARL"

UNK/INC or/ou "6 Rue Malan 
x 22 Bd Djily mbaye BP 
22288 - Dakar Ponty"

Senegal/Sénégal C5J128 9038402 NA/PD UNK/INC
December/décembre 
2023

Transship with, or participate in other 
joint operations, such as re-supplying or 
re-fuelling, with vessels included in the 
IUU vessels list. / Transbordement ou 
participation à d’autres opérations 
conjointes, telles que le 
réapprovisionnement en carburant ou le 
ravitaillement, avec des navires inclus 
dans la Liste des navires INN.

NA/PD UNK/INC
Cross-listing: 
ICCAT/Inscription 
croisée: ICCAT

5 QIAN YUAN Panama
GINSIL HOLDING GROUP 
LIMITED

UNK/INC PHAM HONG NAM UNK/INC UNK/INC
H3YK
(5VEZ8)

8819691 NA/PD UNK/INC
December/décembre 
2023

This vessel was observed conducting 
unauthorized transshipment activities in 
the NFPC Convention Area between 
June 23 and 26, 2022. / Ce navire a été 
observé en train de réaliser des activités 
de transbordement non autorisées dans 
la zone de la Convention de la NPFC 
entre le 23 et le 26 juin 2022.

NA/PD UNK/INC
Cross-listing: SIOFA 
(NPFC)/Inscription 
croisée: SIOFA (NPFC)

6
SHUN HANG
(VILA MOOSUN)

UNK/INC
(Panama, Tuvalu)

SHUNHANG INTERNATIONAL 
SHIPPING CO., LIMITED

UNK/INC HOWLADER MDNAJIR UNK/INC UNK/INC H3DE 8214645 NA/PD UNK/INC
December/décembre 
2023

This vessel was observed actively 
engaged in transshipment activities in 
the Convention Area on September 17th 
and a review showed it had not 
transmitted required VMS positional 
data to the NPFC Secretariat between 
September 16th and September 21st, 
2022. / Ce navire a été observé en train 
de participer activement à des activités 
de transbordement dans la zone de la 
Convention le 17 septembre et une 
étude a montré qu’il n’avait pas 
transmis les données de position de SSN 
au Secrétariat de la NPFC entre le 16 et 
le 21 septembre 2022.

NA/PD UNK/INC
Cross-listing: SIOFA 
(NPFC)/Inscription 
croisée: SIOFA (NPFC)

7
ZHONG FU HAO 11
(HUMBOLDY BAY)

UNK/INC
FUWANTONG OCEAN 
SHIPPING CO., LIMITED.

UNK/INC Ke Benwen UNK/INC UNK/INC HO4706 8907888 NA/PD UNK/INC
December/décembre 
2023

This vessel was observed conducting 
unauthorized transshipment activities in 
the NPFC Convention Area on 
September 6, 2021. / Ce navire a été 
observé en train de réaliser des activités 
de transbordement non autorisées dans 
la zone de la Convention de la NPFC le 6 
septembre 2021.

NA/PD UNK/INC
Cross-listing: SIOFA 
(NPFC)/Inscription 
croisée: SIOFA (NPFC)
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